DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
FOR OIL & GAS:
What’s important to the industry?

The emergence of new digital technologies has the potential to transform operations, contain
costs and create additional returns in the oil and gas industry.
In OpenText’s Oil & Gas Digital Transformation survey, we asked industry professionals about their
journey to transformation and discover what matters most to those seeking new digital solutions…

Respondent Roles
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Nearly 200 oil and gas professionals took part in the industry survey. Of these, just under half
are at Head or Director level.
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Respondent Regions
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With respondents based in Europe, North America and the Asian Subcontinent, the survey
provides a global snapshot of how the industry is transforming.
North America
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Where is your current priority in terms of
digital transformation?
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The majority of those surveyed will prioritise predictive analytics in their digital transformation
projects. This was followed by intelligent automation and smart devices.
24%

Predictive analytics
12%

Intelligent Automation
10%

Smart devices
Artificial Intelligence

9%

Machine learning

9%

IoT

9%

Other

9%
8%

Cloud computing
5%

Cognitive analysis
3%

Robotic Process Automation

2%

DevOps and API

What is the key driver behind your current/
upcoming digital transformation project?
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For the bulk of respondents, business modernisation is the key driver behind current transformation
projects. This was followed by cost-cutting and market competition.
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At what stage are you on in your current
digital transformation journey?
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Survey findings reveal oil and gas organisations are either at the start of their digital transformation
journey or are in the early implementation phase. Few describe their projects as established.

2%

5%

13%

33%

We have
no plans to
start at all

We have no immediate
plans but we are interested
in understanding more

We haven’t
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The beginning/
planning phase

3%

1%

30%

13%

Sourcing vendor
information
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Early
implementation
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Which parts of the oil and gas value chain
do you think will benefit most from
digital transformation?
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Survey respondents permitted to choose up to three answers

Over half of respondents believe asset integrity and maintenance will benefit the most from
digital transformation. This was followed by field development and drilling.

Asset integrity and maintenance
Field development
Drilling
Refining
Pipelines
Gas processing
Transportation (tankers and trucks)
Product marketing
Storage
Construction
Power generation
Liquefaction
Other
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What is the biggest challenge
in implementing a digital
transformation strategy?
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Survey respondents permitted to choose up to three answers

Like many other industries, culture poses the greatest challenge to those trying to implement
digital transformation strategies. This was closely followed by integration with legacy systems
and senior buy-in.
35%
27%

Culture
Integration with existing infrastructure/
legacy systems
Gaining senior management buy-in
Linking initiatives to ROI
Getting maximum value from investments
Lack of understanding of which solution
area to focus on
Rapid changes in technology
Competing priorities
Recruiting the right people
Upgrading/working with legacy systems
Stakeholder buy-in
How quickly it can demonstrate an ROI
Assigning internal responsibility
Lack of suitable vendors
Other
Price

20%
18%
17%
17%
16%
15%
12%
12%
12%
11%
10%
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6%
5%

How would you define your
“business readiness” for investing in digital
transformation?
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Over 60 per cent of those surveyed list their organisation as being active in either communicating
with vendors for potential transformation solutions and guidance or are actively investing.

Aware of the business rationale
and inactive - interested but other
priorities taking precedence
Aware of the business rationale
and actively starting to shortlist
- aware of the main themes and
starting to desktop research

11%
10%

17%

7%

Already investing and will be looking
to invest further in the next 12 months
Unaware of the business rationale
and inactive - not interested at this
time

27%

28%

Already investing and will be
looking to invest further in the 12
- 24 months
Aware of the business rationale
and actively sending out RFP to
a range of vendors

Who makes the decisions on what to invest
and prioritise for digital solutions?
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Over two-thirds of respondents said investment and prioritisation of digital solutions decisions
are made by line of business managers.
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Other

At what level is this decision taken?
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The survey found almost a third of decisions are taken by those at C-level. Backing from the
top is imperative in digital transformation projects.
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How important is the Cloud in your
digital transformation plans?

The majority of those surveyed take the Cloud on a case-by-case scenario, looking for new
opportunities when updating or buying new systems.
17%

VERY IMPORTANT
An integrated series of systems for asset
management is essential

21% IMPORTANT
We choose the best system for each
business requirement but ensure they
can be integrated
23% SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
Integration is of interest in the future
but not essential when making a system
decision
30% CASE-BY-CASE
We have no defined integration strategy
8%

NO INTEREST
in using cloud solutions for any of our
business systems

1%

OTHER

How important is it to integrate your
business systems when building your asset
management systems?
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Despite legacy challenges, over a third of respondents believe it is important to integrate business
systems when building asset management systems.
VERY IMPORTANT 33%
An integrated series of systems for
asset management is essential
IMPORTANT 34%
We choose the best system for each
business requirement but ensure they
can be integrated
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
Integration is of interest in the future
but not essential when making a system
decision

17%

CASE-BY-CASE 10%
We have no defined integration strategy
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NO INTEREST
in integrating any of our business
systems

4%

OTHER

2%

How important is it to integrate your
capital/brownfield project systems to
your asset management systems?

The majority of respondents believe it’s either important or very important to integrate capital/
brownfield project systems and asset management systems. However, a fifth work case-by-case.
31% VERY IMPORTANT
A tight integration between Projects
and Asset Management is essential
36% IMPORTANT
We choose the best system for each
business requirement but ensure they
can be integrated
11%

SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
Integration is of interest in the future
but not essential when making a system
decision

16% CASE-BY-CASE
We have no defined integration strategy
3%

NO INTEREST
No interest in integrating any of our
business system

3%

OTHER

How important is it to provide analytics
capability, combining both content
and structured data?
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Half of those surveyed believe it is very important to analyse content and structured data so
that dashboards can be presented to operations managers.
VERY IMPORTANT 50%
The ability to analyse content and
present dashboards to our operations
managers is essential
IMPORTANT 21%
We are looking to implement analytics
capability in the near future
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
We are starting to look at analytics but
have no focus area yet

17%

WE ARE INTERESTED
but do not understand the potential
use case

7%

NO INTEREST
in analytics capability at this time

4%

OTHER

2%

v

OpenText provides business-critical insight to manage the flow of information, on-premises
or in the cloud, through its Enterprise Information Management (EIM) solutions. The company’s EIM
products enable businesses to grow faster, achieve lower operational costs, and reduce information
governance and security risks by improving business insight, impact and process speed.
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